Research yielding a consistent investment strategy
While our philosophy may be simple, our strategy is based on very sophisticated investment analysis. We believe an
investment strategy must perform well through a variety of market environments, particularly over longer periods of time.
To help accomplish this goal, we have identified certain characteristics of assets that often merit further analysis and
review. Of these, quality, consistency, and discipline are the key factors that frame our overall investment strategy.

Blended Portfolios
High-quality growth companies and high-quality bonds selected to temper stock market volatility form the basis of our
blended portfolios.
Quality
Stocks
Earnings growth supported by similar or better cash flow growth.
Solid balance sheets that can support the business through uncertain economic conditions.
Experienced and accessible management teams focused on efficient cash flow allocation.
Bonds
Bonds with modest interest rate risk characteristics. This significantly reduces both credit-related risk and price
volatility.
Carefully selected high-quality bonds of intermediate-term duration are managed in an active process.
Consistency
Stocks
Market demand for products and services are relatively steady in all economic conditions.
Flexible business models that can minimize the impact of weak economic conditions.
Less capital intensive businesses generate high levels of free cash flow that management can allocate (M&A,
dividends, share repurchase).
Bonds
Bonds we select must demonstrate consistency in the following parameters:
Prospective return profile
Prospective credit risk profile
Correlation profile, or how they and other portfolio assets may inter-relate in the future
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Discipline
Stocks
Participate in markets with secular growth dynamic
Sustainable balance of revenue growth and operating income growth
Wide-moat competencies supportive of high barriers to entry
Bonds
For bonds, because quality and consistency are themselves dynamic and can significantly change at different points in
time, disciplined, active management of these variables is necessary if bonds are to fulfill their intended roles within a
portfolio.
In our “toolkit” for actively managing the dynamic risk/reward/correlation parameters are computer simulation
scenarios. We start by assessing the best and worst case scenarios for interest rates, bond yields and economic
conditions for the coming twelve months.
We use a computer simulation to calculate the total return potential for bonds of varying maturities and quality. This
information then forms the basis for managing portfolios around bonds that offer a low probability of loss should
interest rates rise while also maximize the probability that bonds will deliver the desired correlation properties relative
to other portfolio investments. Maintaining this disciplined approach helps us separate fundamentals from market
noise.

More Advantages of a Blended Approach
Our investment approach typically involves relatively low turnover within a portfolio. Therefore, it tends to have the
hidden benefits of both relative tax efficiency and low transaction costs. And because every single investment is disclosed
each month through a third party custodial statement, client portfolios are fully transparent to them.
An essential and differentiating aspect of our bond management is the emphasis we place on selecting bonds that temper
stock market volatility. Patient and disciplined adherence to this approach helps us preserve capital for clients.
Also, and perhaps most importantly, during periods of stock market duress, it is common that an investor’s anxiety is
intensified by other financial factors. For instance, an investor may be fearful of the possibility of job loss or business
setback for themselves or loved ones. The value of their residence(s) may decline. They may observe a once popular
business close. The financial world may seem to be closing in around them.
A properly blended and managed portfolio can help mitigate the duress experienced during inevitable setbacks by helping
preserve capital and mitigate anxiety. This in turn, may allow the discipline to get through difficult stretches and stay on
course to accomplishing their specific investment objectives.
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